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The Canal

Builder
How DeWitt
Clinton’s Erie
Canal changed
the financial
landscape.

D

eWitt Clinton (1769-1828) was an early
American politician who transformed the
country in far-reaching ways — physically,
economically and financially. He was the
driving force in building the Erie Canal, a massive
engineering achievement that helped make Wall
Street into a major financial center and the United
States into an economically dynamic nation where
investors would want to put their money.
Clinton served at various times as governor of New
York state, mayor of New York City, U.S. senator
and member of the Erie Canal commission. He ran
for president in 1812, losing a fairly close contest to
James Madison. He was an intellectual with interests ranging from rattlesnake biology to the history
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of Native Americans. He also was imperious and abrasive.
A couple of years before the infamous Hamilton-Burr duel,
Clinton went up against Burr supporter John Swartwout
and irritably shot him in the leg.
Among Clinton’s accomplishments were improvements
in public education, sanitation and city planning, reforms
of criminal laws and helping found and promote cultural
institutions such as the New York Historical Society. But
his lasting place in history comes primarily from his role
in spearheading development of the Erie Canal, notwithstanding the skeptics who called it “Clinton’s folly” or
“Clinton’s ditch.”
Large-Scale Project

In 1810, Clinton, who had served intermittently as mayor,
was picked by the State Legislature to be one of the first
members of the Commission to Explore a Route for a Canal to Lake Erie and Report, which would go through various unwieldy names and become known as the Erie Canal
commission.
The idea of opening America’s interior through a canal
linking upstate New York to the Great Lakes region had been
floating around for decades. Early thoughts focused on a relatively short route to Lake Ontario, but this would go only so
far in gaining access to the Midwest and would require a burdensome portage around Niagara Falls. A more ambitious plan
would be to connect Lake Erie to the Hudson River.
That, however, would mean crossing hundreds of miles

of often difficult terrain, passing through swamplands and
cutting through rock ridges. Gouverneur Morris, an influential politician who served as commission chair, favored
the idea but worried that “our minds are not yet enlarged
to the size of so great an object.”
The War of 1812 put canal considerations on the back
burner, and prospects for federal funding were dim anyway.
A few years earlier, Thomas Jefferson as president had called
the whole idea “little short of madness,” noting that a much
more modest plan for a canal in the Washington, D.C. area
had stalled for lack of resources.
Clinton spent the next few years campaigning for an
Erie Canal, arguing that New York state should build the
thing without federal help if necessary. In 1817, a veto by
President Madison showed that this was indeed necessary.
But that same year, the State Legislature passed a Canal Act,
and Clinton, his career increasingly connected to the issue,
became governor. Overturning some soil with a shovel, he
promised that the huge undertaking would be done in 10
years. It ended up taking just eight.
Buy Canal Bonds

The canal’s projected cost was $7 million, a stupendous
sum. New York state issued bonds on an unprecedented
scale, while also taxing land, salt and other items in the canal
area so as to have ready cash to service the debt. Relatively
small investors provided a substantial portion of the initial
capital. An 1818 bond issue attracted 69 subscribers, with 51

DeWitt Clinton Facts
▶ DeWitt Clinton was born in Little
Britain, N.Y. to a family that was
increasingly politically prominent.
His father James Clinton was a
Revolutionary War general, and his
uncle George Clinton would become
governor of New York and later vice
president.
▶ DeWitt graduated on April 11, 1786
from what is now Columbia University,
giving a commencement speech
in Latin with the U.S. Congress in
attendance.
E Clinton was married twice, first to
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Martha Franklin in 1796 and then
to Catharine Jones in 1819. DeWitt
and Martha had 10 children, seven
of which were alive at the time of her
death in 1818.
▶ Worried about a buildup of federal
power, Clinton opposed ratification of
the Constitution and later argued for
narrow interpretation of its provisions.
He wrote his anti-ratification essays
under the pen name “Countryman.”
▶ He served in the State Legislature
during 1798-1802 and 18061811. Clinton won election to

the U.S. Senate in 1802 but resigned the next
year, complaining about living conditions in newly
constructed Washington, D.C. He was mayor of New
York during the three separate periods, and was
governor of New York twice.
▶ In July 1802, Clinton fought a duel with John
Swartwout, a friend of Aaron Burr, over allegations that
Clinton was trying to ruin Burr’s political career through
smears. Five shots were exchanged, one grazing
Clinton’s jacket. After shooting his opponent’s leg,
Clinton walked off in disgust, saying he did not wish
to hurt Swartwout and that he wished “the principal”
(Burr) were present as his opponent.
▶ Clinton was initially a member of the DemocraticRepublican Party that was led in the early 1800s by
Thomas Jefferson. However, he ran for president in
1812 as a candidate of the rival Federalists, having

foreign investment. In the parlance of a later age, the U.S.
had become a very promising “emerging market.”
Political Twists

Clinton’s political fortunes took a hit while the canal was still
under construction. He was dumped from the governorship
in 1822, after a state constitutional convention changed the
term of office from three years to two and canceled his final
months. Then he didn’t win nomination for another term.
Clinton was losing a political contest with a faction headed
by Martin Van Buren, who would be president years later.
Then his opponents overreached, orchestrating a vote
in the State Legislature to remove Clinton from his post as
head of the Erie Canal commission. “There is such a thing
in politics as killing a man too dead,” Van Buren fretted, and
he was right. A wave of popular indignation at Clinton’s dismissal got him reelected as governor in 1825.
Thus, Clinton was in office in time for the canal’s official opening ceremonies. On Oct. 26, 1825 he set off from
Buffalo in the boat Seneca Chief, heading a flotilla of vessels
that would go through the new canal and then down the
Hudson. On Nov. 4, the celebrants passed lower Manhattan
and moved onto Sandy Hook, N.J. There, Clinton poured
a cask of Lake Erie water into the Atlantic. R
Note: The author’s interest in this subject is personal as well as
professional. His wife C. Brooke Silber, née Carter, is DeWitt
Clinton’s great-great-great-great granddaughter.

broken with his party over the issue of war with Britain.
In that election, he got 89 electoral votes to 128 for
James Madison. Clinton won 47.6 percent of the
popular vote, to Madison’s 50.4 percent.
▶ Clinton was contemplating another run for the
presidency in the 1828 election.
▶ He died in Albany, N.Y. on February 11, 1828 at age 58,
while serving as governor. Originally interred upstate,
he is buried in Brooklyn’s Green-Wood Cemetery.
▶ A DeWitt Clinton steam locomotive began operating
in 1831. DeWitt Clinton High School in the Bronx is
one of a number of educational institutions given his
name. Various towns and counties in states across
America are named Clinton or DeWitt in his honor. A
portrait of DeWitt Clinton appeared on a $1,000 bill
issued in 1880.
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investing less than $2,000 and 27 investing less than $1,000.
The Bank for Savings, an institution set up with Clinton’s
encouragement to serve small depositors, became a major
buyer of canal bonds as well.
With construction moving fast and the canal demonstrating itself to be a reliable generator of interest payments,
wealthier individuals and institutions increasingly got in
on the action. By the end of 1822, John Jacob Astor owned
$213,000 of canal bonds. Foreign interest grew as well, as
Barings and other British firms became big buyers of canal
paper. The London Times opined that the canal would turn
New York City into the “London of the New World.”
That would prove accurate. Once the 363-mile-long canal
was completed in 1825, New York was essentially guaranteed
preeminence as the nation’s top commercial and financial
city. Goods from the Midwest could now flow readily to
the base of the Hudson. Moreover, the city’s banks and investors had gained sophistication in dealing with financial
instruments such as canal bonds. This would serve them
well in future decades, as railroad bonds and other securities came to the fore.
At the same time, the whole country stood to benefit.
Shipping times and costs were slashed. People could move
west with relative ease, and substantial cities such as Chicago, Cleveland and Milwaukee would grow along the Great
Lakes. And the United States, barely a decade after the 1814
burning of public buildings in Washington, D.C. by occupying British troops, was now a magnet for British and other
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DeWitt Clinton (1769-1828) was one of the most important American politicians of the early 19th century.
He was at various times governor of New York, mayor of New York City, U.S. senator and presidential
candidate. He was the driving force behind getting the Erie Canal built, the achievement for which he is
best remembered by history. But his career was multifaceted — his interests ranged from laying out
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Manhattan’s street grid to delving into the natural science and history of North America.
That career included much that’s worth contemplating, and even emulating, in the context of early 21st
century politics. While DeWitt Clinton is not exactly an unfamiliar name today — it’s emblazoned for
instance on a Bronx high school and a Manhattan park, among other locales — his importance and
relevance are underappreciated, even at a time when the founding fathers and other early politicians (such
as Andrew Jackson) are more in vogue than they have been for some time.
Early American politicians often get enlisted in today’s ideological causes — Thomas Jefferson as hero to
liberals and libertarians, Alexander Hamilton or John Adams as paragons for conservatives (notably, with
Hamilton, conservatives not of a strongly decentralist bent). Often, the fit between the historical figure and
the current-day cause is less than perfect, but there is some affinity. Clinton fits only awkwardly into our
current-day polarized politics — and therein is a key part of his relevance.
Clinton was born to a family of increasing political prominence. His father James Clinton was a
Revolutionary War general, as was his uncle George Clinton, who became governor of New York and then
vice president of the United States. DeWitt cut his teeth politically as his uncle’s secretary and as an antiFederalist pamphleteer worried the Constitution gave too much power to the federal government.
Before long, Clinton was in New York’s state legislature and state constitutional convention. During a brief
stint in the U.S. Senate, he was a key figure in reforming the electoral process so that presidential and vice
presidential candidates would be running mates rather than rivals. He was a hands-on mayor of New York
who showed up at the scene of riots and fires to make sure things got under control.
Clinton began his career as what was then called a Republican (member of the Democratic-Republican
Party, which later became known simply as Democrats). However, in the 1812 election, Clinton ran as the
candidate of the rival Federalist Party, losing a fairly close election to James Madison. Clinton broke with
his party largely over his opposition to fighting a war with Great Britain, though the rift also reflected a
longstanding rivalry between the Republican factions in Virginia and New York.
The idea of a canal linking the Great Lakes to the Hudson River had been floating around when Clinton
became a member of the Erie Canal Commission in 1810. But the vast scope of such a project — digging
through hundreds of miles of wilderness — was daunting; “little short of madness,” President Jefferson had
once said. Governeur Morris, canal advocate and first commission head, worried that “our minds are not yet
enlarged to the size of so great an object.”
In the aftermath of the War of 1812, Clinton became the most prominent campaigner for the canal idea,
and he rode his signature issue into the governorship in 1817. While opponents mocked the project as
“Clinton’s ditch,” and notwithstanding President Madison’s veto of federal funding, Clinton turned the canal
into a reality as a New York state project, financed by canal bonds. It was built in eight years, ahead of its
decade-long schedule, and quickly paid for itself through user fees.
The canal had a far-reaching impact on U.S. economic development. It ensured New York City’s commercial
and financial eminence (goods would now be shipped down the Hudson, and Wall Street thrived on
brokering canal bonds) but the nation as a whole stood to benefit. Transportation costs were slashed and
the Midwest and beyond became far more accessible. Arguably the canal helped the U.S. survive the 19th
century, keeping the East-West bond secure unlike the North-South one.
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Clinton’s political fortunes dropped in 1822, while the canal was still being built, when a state constitutional
convention shortened his gubernatorial term and he didn’t win nomination to another term. But Clinton’s
political opponents overreached by dumping him from the canal commission. His rival, future president
Martin Van Buren, rightly worried that “There is such a thing in politics as killing a man too dead.” A wave
of popular indignation brought Clinton back to the governorship in 1825.
On Oct. 26, 1825, Clinton set off from Buffalo with a flotilla of vessels, conducting canal opening
ceremonies and celebrations all the way to lower Manhattan and then Sandy Hook, N.J., where the
triumphant governor poured water from Lake Erie into the Atlantic. Governor of New York would be his final
position; he contemplated a presidential run in 1828 but died that year on Feb. 11 at age 59.
Clinton was a wide-ranging intellect who wrote on Native American history and rattlesnake biology, among
other topics, while not engaged in political machinations. He often boasted of his intellectual prowess,
however, and this and other sharp edges to his personality may have impeded more than aided his political
career. His ambitions were so high that anything short of becoming both president and maker of some
major scientific discovery leaves his objectives seeming less than entirely fulfilled.
Still, he sets a powerful example as a politician who was intelligent, hard-working, competent, honest (he
left no wealthy estate behind) and diverse in his interests rather than a political monomaniac. His shifting
parties in the 1812 election got him some criticism as an opportunist but reflected his considered opinion
that his party was in the wrong.
Ideologically, Clinton is hard to peg — something of a centrist between the Hamiltonian and Jeffersonian
poles of more versus less government, national cohesion versus state prerogatives. In the Erie Canal,
Clinton showed government could achieve something the private sector could not, and also that state
government could do something the federal government was unable or unwilling to do.
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Similar to his switching parties, Clinton’s downplaying of ideology brought criticism: what were his
principles? But having some ideological flexibility itself reflects a valuable principle: that the world is too
complicated and changing to be fully grasped by any ideology, either in the 19th century or today.
Author’s note: I have a personal connection to this subject. My wife is a great-great-great-great
granddaughter of DeWitt Clinton, and our son DeWitt was born early this year.
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A Tale of
How outsized personalities and
political tumult created some
major financial institutions.
By KenNETH SILBER
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W

hen Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr
dueled at dawn on July 11, 1804, the fight
was not just between a former Treasury
secretary and a sitting vice president, two
political heavyweights of the early American republic. It
was also between two founders of major financial institutions that are still in existence (following mergers and name
changes) over two centuries later.
Indeed, the animosity that led to the duel that took
Hamilton’s life and turned Burr into a political outcast was
exacerbated by their respective roles in setting up some of
America’s first financial firms.
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Origins
Hamilton was the central figure in founding the Bank
of New York, which now goes by the moniker BNY Mellon. Burr’s brainchild was the Manhattan Company, which
later became Chase Manhattan and now carries the name
JP Morgan Chase.
Banking was a new thing in America in the 1780s. The
nation’s first institution chartered for such a purpose, the
Bank of North America, got its start in Philadelphia in 1781.
A few years later, factions vied to bring the new art of banking to New York state. One group wanted to start a “land
bank,” capitalized largely by real estate. Hamilton opposed
this, pointing out that banks require liquid assets, and led a

push for a “money bank.”
In 1784, the future Treasury secretary drew up a constitution for the Bank of New York and became a director and
attorney for the new institution. Hamilton pressed ahead
with the project as an unincorporated business, after Gov.
George Clinton (a leader of the emerging Republican faction that rivaled Hamilton’s Federalists) stalled on giving it
a charter. Political fissures were growing over banking, with
Republicans (later renamed Democrats) reflecting agrarian
wariness of the new industry while Federalists catered to
urban merchants eager to open bank accounts.
The Bank of New York finally got a charter in 1791 and
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the next year became the first company to have its stock
traded on what would become the New York Stock Exchange.
By this point, Hamilton was the Treasury secretary and had
gotten Congress to establish the Bank of the United States,
which was the nation’s central bank but also operated like a
regular bank in doing business with the private sector.
For most of the 1790s, there were just two banks in New
York City: the Bank of New York and the local branch of
the Bank of the United States (which was headquartered in
Philadelphia, then the nation’s capital). Both institutions were
dominated by Federalists. Republicans, gradually warming
to the concept of banking, disliked the hold their political
rivals had on the industry. One rising Republican politician,
Aaron Burr, planned to do something about it.
Watery Subterfuge

Burr realized that getting a Republican-friendly bank set
up would boost his political standing, by appealing to Republican merchants worried that Federalist-dominated
banks discriminated against them in lending. (Whether

the banks did indeed put politics over profitable lending
is hard to say.) It also would give Burr himself a ready supply of credit.
Hamilton and other leading Federalists held that a
proliferation of new banks would result in a deterioration of credit standards. So it looked like Federalists in
the state capital would put the kibosh on any application
for a new charter, particularly if the proposed institution’s
apparent purpose was to end the Federalists’ financial
ascendancy.
However, Burr saw an opportunity to get around this
obstacle. It came in the wake of a 1798 epidemic of yellow
fever that killed over 2,000 residents of New York City.
Dr. Joseph Browne, Burr’s brother-in-law, correctly surmised that the city’s inadequate water supply, relying heavily
on dirty wells, had much to do with the (mosquito-borne)
disease. In early 1799, Burr, then a state assemblyman, proposed the creation of a private water company that would
operate with a state charter. He criticized as unaffordable an
alternative plan for the city to set up a water utility.

What Happened Next
Political contention continued to swirl around
banking in the early 19th century. Federalists
sought to counter Republican Aaron Burr’s
Manhattan Company with a new institution
called the Merchants Bank, which after much
wrangling got a state charter in 1805. That
political rivalry didn’t last forever, as these two
banks merged in 1920.

H u l t o n Archi v e / S t ri n g e r / G e t t y I m a g e s

In 1811, the charter for
the Bank of the United
States expired after
Vice President George
Clinton broke a tie in the
Senate by voting against
renewal. In so doing,
Clinton displayed a rogue
streak hard to imagine
in a vice president
today. President James
Madison’s administration,
at the urging of Treasury
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Secretary Albert Gallatin, supported the
renewal, having put aside traditional Republican
qualms about central banking.
The demise of the Bank of the United States set
off a scramble to build new financial institutions
to manage capital once held in the central
bank’s accounts. One institution founded in 1812
was National City Bank of New York, which later
became Citibank and eventually Citigroup.
Also founded in 1812 was Bank of America,
which began with $6 million in capital, several
times that of other banks. This New York-based
institution would later be outpaced by rivals
and by the early 20th century was a relatively
small player. Then in 1928 it was absorbed
into the growing empire of California banker
Amadeo Giannini, who wanted a foothold on
Wall Street and a name to suit his national
ambitions. Thus, the modern Bank of America
was born.

Banking and Dueling

The Manhattan Company promptly established itself as a
major provider of financial services. It never, however, accomplished much as a water company. Dr. Browne importuned his brother-in-law to fulfill the firm’s original stated
purpose. “I expect and hope,” he wrote to Burr, “that enough
will be done to satisfy the public and particularly the legislature that the institution is not a speculating job [but] an
undertaking from whence will result immediate and incalculable advantages to the City of New York.”
But Burr’s lack of interest in water had become evident
in his legislative editing, when he stripped out obligations
(standard in other cities) to provide free water for firefighting and to fix streets damaged by pipe-laying. Now with the
Manhattan Company up and running, its board of directors
(which included Burr) abandoned plans to draw water from

Hamilton’s
Trust
When Alexander Hamilton died in 1804, he left
behind substantial debts totaling over $50,000,
which he had hoped to cover with future
income from
his law practice.
Now, his wife and
children faced the
bleak prospect
of having to sell
their home and
everything else
they owned —
and at distress
prices, even this
might not cover
the debts.
Hamilton’s friend
Governeur Morris
set up a fund to help the family, collecting
some $80,000, plus some land in Pennsylvania,
from dozens of friends and supporters. This
money went into a trust at the Bank of New
York and was managed quietly on the family’s
behalf. So quietly, in fact, that Hamilton’s kids
did not know about the money for years, and
the trust’s existence remained a secret from
the public until the late 1930s.
the Bronx River, instead relying on wells and wooden pipes.
Yellow fever would ravage New York City recurrently over
the next two decades.
Hamilton, unsurprisingly, never trusted Burr again. In
1800, as it became clear the next president would be a Republican, Hamilton rallied Federalists to back his longtime
rival Thomas Jefferson over Burr, on the grounds that Jefferson at least had principles. Burr, under the quirky electoral process of the time, became Jefferson’s vice president.
In 1804, Hamilton opposed Burr’s efforts to remain as vice
president or become New York’s governor. The stage was
set for the two men to meet at dawn. R
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In promoting his proposed water company — the Manhattan Company — Burr was careful to get support from
an impressively bipartisan lineup, including Hamilton. The
former Treasury secretary saw Burr as unprincipled, and had
been active in blocking Burr’s aspirations to climb to the vice
presidency or higher. But Hamilton recently had cooperated
with Burr in getting better fortifications for New York and
was willing to work again with his rival on the imperative
of bringing clean water to the city.
Indeed, Hamilton was so enthusiastic on that subject that
he started thinking beyond the proposed waterworks toward
future projects of draining swamps and building sewers. His
memo supporting Burr’s water company plan was persuasive
to Federalist legislators, and soon a bill granting the charter
was signed by Federalist Gov. John Jay.
Yet unknown to Hamilton and many other people, Burr
had inserted a last-minute provision allowing the Manhattan Company “to employ all such surplus capital as may
belong or accrue to the said company in the purchase of
public or other stock or in any other monied transactions
of operations.” Meaning, the company could act as a bank,
and unlike other banks of the era had no pesky expiration
date in its charter.
Federalists were furious at Burr’s ruse, Hamilton later
writing that Burr, formerly a skeptic about banking, “has
lately by a trick established a bank, a perfect monster in its
principles, but a very convenient instrument of profit and influence.” Some Republicans were displeased by Burr’s tactics
as well. Burr lost his Assembly seat in an election that spring,
but his political star soon resumed its rapid rise. Shares of
the Manhattan Company sold well at a public offering, and
the institution was here to stay.
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This year is the 200th anniversary of a political fight that terminated the Bank of the United States, the
nation’s long-ago central bank. Amid current political pressures to audit and abolish the Fed, this
Independence Day weekend is a good time to look back at the now largely forgotten episode that put an
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end to the Fed’s early precursor.
The key figure in this episode is now also largely forgotten. He was George Clinton (1739-1812), fourth
U.S. vice president and, before that, first governor of New York state. Clinton was uncle and political
mentor to the later governor DeWitt Clinton (about whom I wrote for FrumForum a year ago) but is not
related to either Bill Clinton or the George Clinton of Funkadelic music fame.
In early 1811, Congress was considering whether to renew the soon-to-expire 20-year charter of the Bank
of the United States. The House of Representatives had defeated a bill authorizing renewal, by a razor-thin
65-64 vote. The matter would be taken up again in the House if the Senate voted for renewal, but that
body deadlocked 17 to 17.
Clinton, presiding over the Senate, cast the tie-breaking vote, against the central bank — and also against
the policy of President James Madison, who supported the renewal. The vice president was “going rogue,”
making a particularly strong show of independence even for an era marked by chilly relations between
presidents and VPs.
Central banking had been a contentious issue in American politics for two decades. The Bank of the United
States was chartered by Congress in 1791 at the behest of Alexander Hamilton, then treasury secretary,
over the objections of Thomas Jefferson, then secretary of state. This rift fed into the nascent two-party
system of Hamilton’s Federalists and Jefferson’s Democratic-Republicans (later known just as Democrats).
To the Jeffersonians, a central bank was a dangerous concentration of federal power, and something not
authorized by the Constitution. To the Hamiltonians, a central bank was needed to modernize government
finances and the money supply, and was justified by implication of the Constitution’s wording about
government financial duties.
Clinton, by squashing the Bank of the United States’ renewal in 1811, was holding to the old-line
Democratic-Republican hostility to central banking. It was a position that Madison, persuaded by Treasury
Secretary Albert Gallatin, no long held. The central bank had proven useful for government borrowing and
transferring of funds. And contrary to fears of a monopoly, banks and financial markets were proliferating.
Clinton long had an independent streak. As governor, he had been a staunch defender of New York’s
prerogatives against encroachments by the federal government. As vice president, he was an outsider in
the administrations of Jefferson and Madison. At age 71 and in declining health, he saw fit to vote his
antipathy to central banking.
That decision, though, had terrible consequences (which Clinton, dying in office the next spring, did not live
to see). When the U.S. went to war with Great Britain over a range of issues in June of 1812, it lacked a
central bank to help fund the war effort. This placed the U.S. in financial straits that not only almost caused
it to lose the war but also prolonged the fighting, as the British, aware of America’s financial condition,
stalled on peace negotiations. (Consider that when you hear Ron Paul say that abolishing the Fed will keep
the U.S. out of “unnecessary wars.”)
The federal government’s desperation for funds was such that it even pulled troops away from the strategic
St. Lawrence Valley in upstate New York — and into disadvantageous positions further west — to secure a
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loan from a financier named David Parish, who wanted to protect the area’s cross-border trade with the
British, an episode recounted in historian Alan Taylor’s recent book The Civil War of 1812.
The war ended in 1815 after the U.S. had scrapped together enough money to achieve a military stalemate
(while Britain was preoccupied with the Napoleonic Wars). The following year, Madison signed a bill
granting a 20-year charter to the Second Bank of the United States. The new central bank had legislative
supporters including Henry Clay and John Calhoun, prominent opponents of the first one.
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Mr. Silber, I just read your piece on DeWitt Clinton from last year. He sounds like my kind of
politician.
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I know there are people still within the US that embody the spirit, nature and vision of people
like DeWitt Clinton, Hamilton, Jefferson, etc. But all too often we end up with politicians more
like this latter Clinton or much, much worse: the populists of the 1930s who did more to tear
the nation apart rather than build up the nation as a whole.
Thanks for this post. I’ve found reading our real history often shows not the answers but the
recurrence of the same problems or mistakes.
Log in to Reply

Holmes

// Jul 3, 2011 at 11:55 am

An End to Evil
David Frum, Richar...
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New $7.99

I must agree with Valkayec. Any history that confirms our personal prejudices is REAL history.
On that note, Vlakayec give us this insightful line: “the populists of the 1930s who did more to
tear the nation apart rather than build up the nation as a whole.” I think our Bozo may be
referring is FDR.
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valkayec

// Jul 3, 2011 at 1:57 pm

The tone of your comment implies you’re angry and being sarcastic. My comment was intended
the thank the writer for his history lesson which I find much more enlightening that the current
trend to revise history to suit a political argument. Moreover, if you review the politics of the
1930s, you’ll find a lot of rabble rousing populists that divided the country. Wikipedia has a
large number of pages devoted to the 1930s, FDR, and the populist movement of that era.
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If by populist you are referring to Huey Long or Fr Coughlin then you’re right. But FDR was
about as much a populist as Mitt Romney is today.
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Arms Merchant

// Jul 3, 2011 at 10:50 am

This is a cogent argument for the Fed or another type of Central Bank. But not necessarily an
argument for fiat currency (like Doritos, D.C. just says, “We’ll Print More.”)
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And it’s certainly not an argument for further running up our national credit card to pay interest
on the debt we’ve already incurred.
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D Furlano

// Jul 3, 2011 at 11:53 am

The argument for a sovereign fiat currency is that every country that has failed financially had
their currency pegged to some other commodity. There is no first world country today, outside
the EU, that does not have a sovereign fiat system.
That is the argument.
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Bottom line, since the creation of the FED the dollar has lost 95 percent of its value. And since
Nixon closed the Gold window our debt has exploded.
http://www.soundmoneyproject.org/?p=5186
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What about Greece? Do they have a sovereign currency? No they don’t and if you know
anything you would understand that is the Euro’s current problem.
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Your statement about value is, again, nonsensical. What “value”? Money has no value.
Privacy Information
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JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 5:21 pm

And the Euro is pegged to what??

D Furlano

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:22 pm

Greece is a currency user just like all the countries in the union. Greece does not have a
sovereign currency because they do not issue the Euro. The problem is a monetary action that
what will help Greece would hurt Germany. This was pointed out prior to the union as a fatal
flaw.
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“And since Nixon closed the Gold window our debt has exploded.”
true … by the crowing of the rooster doesn’t cause the sun to rise
which party occupies the White House seems a controlling factor, wouldn’t you say?
Jimmy Carter decreased debt by 3.3%
Ronald Reagan (first term) increased debt by 11.3%
Ronald Reagan (second ) increased debt by 9.3%
George H. W. Bush increased debt by 13.0%
Bill Clinton (first term) shrank debt by .7%
Bill Clinton (second) shrank debt by 9%
G.W. Bush (first term) increased debt by 7.1%
G.W. Bush (second) increased debt by 20.7%
Barack Obama (first term) increased debt by 9%
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_debt_by_U.S._presidential_terms
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 5:23 pm

The DEBT went up every year under Clinton. He just used the SS surplus to make it seem like
he was balancing the budget.

Watusie

// Jul 3, 2011 at 4:06 pm

JimBob: “Bottom line, since the creation of the FED the dollar has lost 95 percent of its value. ”
Hmmm…I have a car that seats 5 in air-conditioned comfort, gets 32 mpg,, has a rockin’13speaker stereo system and a sun roof, and has never once failed to start or has broken down
over the ten years and 110,000 miles I’ve driven it.
How much would it have cost me in 1913 dollars?
Until you can come up with a comprehensible answer to that question, statements such as the
one I’ve quoted above are perfectly ridiculous.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 5:30 pm

You’re dumber than a load of bricks.
In 1913 you could stay in some of the finest Hotels NY city had to offer for 20 dollars a night.
On July 3, 2011 20 dollars won’t buy you a one night stay in a flop house in NY city.
But a 1913 Saint Gaudens 20 dollar gold piece will fetch around 2000+ on the open market
which will buy you a one night stay in some of the finest Hotels in NY City.

Watusie

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:02 pm

JimBob, I didn’t ask you about hotels in NYC. I asked you about my car. You are avoiding my
question.
Try this – what would it have cost me to travel from Los Angeles or London to stay in that fine
hotel in 1913? And while I was there, what additional charges would I have incurred for using
the telephone or the television?
The population of the world is approximately 6.9 billion. In 1913 it was around 1.5 billion. How
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many more people are competing with me to stay in the finest hotel in NYC now, as compared
to then? Manhattan is an island with limited real estate: how does the rate of construction of
luxury hotel units compare to the increase in the number of people who have the ability and
motivation and desire to travel there and stay in its finest hotels? In other words, are you
familiar with the laws of supply and demand?
What would I have paid in 1913 for 4 hours of enough artificial light to read by without
eyestrain?
What would I have paid in 1913 for a two week vacation in New Zealand, departing from St.
Louis, MO?

D Furlano

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:34 pm

Comment makes no sense. In 1913 people couldn’t buy a cell phone does that mean they are
not real?

Graychin

// Jul 3, 2011 at 11:26 am

“In the early 1830s, President Andrew Jackson launched a campaign against the Second Bank,
ushering in further calamity. But that’s a story for another day.”
Thank you for an interesting and informative post. I look forward to that “another day” and the
story of the Second Bank.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:28 pm

You’re not making any point. You’re spouting off BS. The world has gotten bigger. Technological
advances have increased our lifespan. A tiny computer chip today is more powerful than super
computer was 20 years ago. All fine and dandy. But it still doesn’t change the fact that the
dollar has lost 95 percent of its value since the FED was created.
Log in to Reply

Frumplestiltskin

// Jul 3, 2011 at 1:53 pm

“The key figure in this episode is now also largely forgotten.” I am not sure I agree with that,
but I suppose it is a matter of conditioning. I lived near Clinton NJ (named after Dewitt Clinton)
and being from the northeast and a history buff, I have visited a number of homes from that
era.
I have always thought this was one of the better things about living in that area, so much more
history is all around.
Holmes, I think you are misreading valkayec, I think he is referring more to Huey Long than
FDR, but I could be wrong. In any event, everyone who examines history will have some bias, it
is only natural, if doesn’t mean that all interpretations are invalid. Valkayec was right, Dewitt
Clinton was an extraordinary man, recognizing that does not mean you are confirming your own
personal prejudices, only an idiot would be so cynical as to assume that.
Log in to Reply

valkayec

// Jul 3, 2011 at 2:05 pm

Not just Huey Long but also populists like Father Coughlin. I actually enjoy reading and learning
about history, although to be honest I’m far more familiar with the intricacies of medieval and
Early Modern European history than post Revolutionary America. And I enjoy lessons from
people who don’t manipulate to their own political ends.
Log in to Reply

Frumplestiltskin

// Jul 3, 2011 at 2:28 pm
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valkayec, I simply didn’t understand Holmes anger and sarcasm since I found absolutely nothing
that you wrote to be angry about. While we all have some bias, some interpretations of history
is just nuts and is written to justify a political viewpoint today, I don’t see how anyone can
question such an observation. The same with your observations about the 1930’s populist
movement. That is well known by everyone and there were a number of populists around. Since
it was open ended Holmes was not justified to write: “I think our Bozo may be referring is FDR.”
Even if you were referring to whatever populist agenda that was part of the FDR administration,
you are certainly free to make your own judgments about it. I admire FDR a great deal, my
grandfather used to say “he sold us up the river” I would never refer to him as a bozo for
having such a viewpoint.
I was actually offended for you in its calling you Bozo. I am going to pull my own request for a
MSNBC 7 second delay…is it ready?
Holmes is kind of a dick.
Log in to Reply

valkayec

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:52 pm

Thank you, Frumples. I truly appreciate your viewpoints and ideas on this forum, and I often
understand your frustrations as well.
One of the things that bothers me so much is our inability to learn from history, not just our
own but the history of western civilization as a whole. Well, that’s not quite correct: learning
from the history of other world countries and their civilizations teach us much as well.
I had a truly great college professor who demanded each of us to examine our views/opinions
with facts and data supported by recognized experts in the field. Opinions were not acceptable
unless they could be supported by well researched data. As a result of his drumming the idea of
well researched data into my head, the more I learn about history, not just ours but the history
of other civilizations, the more I realize how little I know and how much there is to know.
Human arrogance is probably the greatest sin that exists because it connotes that we are allknowing beings, when in fact we undoubtedly know very little.
For example, just when I beginning to think Obama was less a negotiator than a mediator, I
read a review of a book about his mother and him. Having been raised all over the country and
feeling like an “outsider looking in” as a result of our constant moves, I saw myself in his views.
I understood more clearly his ability to see the merits of both sides of any policy argument
because I too do the same thing. But what learning history teaches is that all too often the
same problems (or challenges) arise over and over again.
We can either fall back into policies that failed to meet the needs of those problems and
challenges, or we can look at what eventually worked as well as creating new policies move
forward to meet new dynamics, i.e. increased global competition. To some extent, we’re at a
new crossroad caused by increased global competition. For example, we know that the SmootHawling anti-trade legislation not only failed but deepened the Depression and that the strictly
laissez-faire policies of pure libertarianism are unworkable in a myriad of counties that protect
its own industries and citizens. So what is the path that works? That’s the new challenge.
The old challenge, from numerous decades of actual history rather than the politicized history of
activists, shows what domestic fiscal policy works. However, how many people know enough
history to determine what works? What I too often see in public policy arguments is intellectual
blindness. There is for me, in my mind at least, this idea that “my views are absolutely correct
and everyone else is wrong”, regardless of the evidence and data to the contrary. It’s as if any
policy doesn’t fit a person’s or groups preconceived model simply cannot be true.
My old college prof destroyed that mindset in his few remaining students each semester. If it
wasn’t mathematically and rhetorically logical, supported by well-researched data, it simply
wasn’t true. In other words, opinion is meaningless.
That is, in part, why I enjoy learning real, non-partisan history. It separates fact from fiction,
allowing us to see policies, ideas, religion, and culture as they really were and how they have
changed over millennia. And it is in large part why I reject the current notion of against
progressivism.
Human history is nothing less than progressive, from the concepts of ancient political and
religious Sumaria to the modern belief in the worth of all human beings and the modern state of
strong central governments able to defend its multiple – whether economically & politically weak
or strong – citizens, at large, from external harm.
Learning history, then, as it really was, rather than as we want to be, explains our mistakes and
our triumphs. From that reality, we can learn and grow to create an even better nation-state
and global partner.
Log in to Reply
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dubmod

// Jul 3, 2011 at 5:39 pm

Did Valkayec actually read the whole thing. It states quite clearly the decision was a disaster.
But one can understand why the Republicans want to get rid of the Fed. They want to bring
back the good old days, 1811, when you got up, put a rifle in the saddle holster and brought a
rabbit home for dinner. no “govment”, no interstate, no safety belts just real “freedom”.
Log in to Reply

valkayec

// Jul 3, 2011 at 7:09 pm

Yes, I read this blog post as well as the previous one about DeWitt Clinton. As I stated in my
original comment and my newer one, understanding history as it really existed rather than as a
politicized event enables us all to learn what worked and what failed. Do I like what DeWitt
Clinton acheived? Absolutely. Do I like what his ancestor did regarding the Central Bank? No.
But neither of them are my choice. History exists. Period. We can learn from it as it exists in
reality, change history to suit our own ideology, or learn from it to avoid the same mistakes.
The choice is yours. Frankly, since I choose not to live in any fantasy world, I choose historical
reality.
UPDATE: BTW, did you note that I wrote of my appreciation of DeWitt Clinton as opposed to his
descendant who was the subject of this article? Damn, it pisses me off that people automatically
make conclusions without reading & discerning the facts (or actualities) in an argument or
article. This apples to both sides of the aisle, but more discernibly, currently, to the right in
political arguments. Nevertheless, it’s bloody damn wrong on both sides.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:32 pm

The one and only thing that will help Greece is to slash spending. If Greece wasn’t in the Euro
Zone they would be printing money to cover their debts and all that would do is make things
worse.
Europeans have been living way beyond their means. Welfare states and powerful unions are
bankrupting one country after another. Birthrates have collapsed because it is too expensive to
have children for many..
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 3, 2011 at 6:37 pm

JimBob, if if is a “fact” that “the dollar has lost 95 percent of its value since the FED was
created”, then why do my parents and all of my elderly aunts and uncles go on and on about
how much better things are today than when they were children? My dad was born in 1920 –
why hasn’t he noticed how “impoverished” he has become over this lifetime? How do I convince
him that his vacation in Hawaii and his hip replacement would have been much, much cheaper
in 1913?
Is it not just possible that this “fact” which you cherish and regurgitate at every possibility is a
meaningless construction?
If not, then provide your data. What is the average household income in America now,
compared to 1913? How many hours did one have to work in 1913 to stay in an average hotel
American hotel room? How many hours does one have to work today to do the same?
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 7:07 pm

It is called technology. Air conditioning. Advances in medicine. Television. Computers.
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 3, 2011 at 7:38 pm
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In other words, a dollar buys more in terms of quality of life today than it did in 1913, totally
destroying the significance of your pet “fact”.
If you want to keep on parroting your line, why don’t try and address just one of the many
scenarios I have given you?
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 8:50 pm

You need to read this book because you’re clueless. Things were better in 1913 then they were
in 1813. The telephone and automobile had been invented. Life is more tolerable today
especially where I live because of air conditioning. But that still doesn’t change the fact that the
dollar has lost 95 percent of its value since the FED was created.
http://www.fee.org/library/books/economics-in-one-lesson/
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 3, 2011 at 9:06 pm

Good little parrot, have a cracker.
I realize it is futile, but since you’ve repeated your “fact”, I’m going to repeat my guffaw, then
ask you again to illustrate the significance of this thing which you think is so profound. Why are
you obsessed with the failure to freeze the value of a dollar at some arbitrary point in time? In
what way would your life be better if that had happened? Americans of all walks of life have
vastly more money to spend and enjoy vastly superior quality of life than they did in 1913. Via
your refusal to engage with my many, many examples, you tacitly admit that you cannot in fact
come up with a “basket of goods” for 2011 that has a relevant counterpart for comparison from
1913. So, JimBob: wtf is your point? Are you in fact engaging in a fantasy wherein your make
your current salary but yet enjoy your mythical 1913 purchasing power? News flash: if you want
to dream about shopping in 1913 prices, then you’ve got to be prepared to be living on a 1913
wage – i.e. 1/20th of what it is now.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 10:31 pm

I’m not trying to freeze the dollar. Just stating facts. The FED has trashed our currency. The
purchasing power of the dollar in 1913 was the same as it was in 1830.
http://www.aier.org/research/briefs/1826-the-long-goodbye-the-decliningpurchasing-power-of-the-dollar
In a truly free market prices will fall due to gains in productivity and advances in technology.
Computer chips are a perfect example.

sinz54

// Jul 3, 2011 at 7:11 pm

Mr. Silber is glossing over several steps in the process of getting us to where we are today (for
better or worse). And he’s making far too much of the Bank of the United States, as it was
originally chartered.
The Bank of the United States, even if it had not been killed, was only authorized to compete
with other banks established by the states–a relatively minor step by today’s standards.
Furthermore, the Bank of the United States was forbidden to buy government bonds (so much
for “quantitative easing”). And it could not issue more currency or take on more debts beyond
its capitalization (in gold and other hard assets). In short, as these banks were chartered, their
effect on the money supply would have been small.
And so, for much of the time before the Civil War, there were multiple currencies in use as
money. The Bank of the United States could issue dollars, but many Americans held other
currencies, gold, silver and so on. Back then, all a “dollar” or any other paper currency was, was
just an I.O.U. that the bank owed you that much in gold or silver.
It was not until the National Banking Act of 1863 that the national banks became the sole
issuers of currency.
But even then, these national banks remained on the gold standard. They would redeem dollars
for gold or silver on demand. That changed too, with the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, that
began the process of making the Federal Reserve Banks the lenders of last resort.
So viewed from our 21st century vantage point, the creation of Federal Reserve fiat money–
money backed by nothing except the Government’s promises–was a far more momentous step
than the establishment of these two “Banks of the United States.” They were just big banks.
And they didn’t have powers remotely comparable to today’s Federal Reserve System.
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valkayec

// Jul 3, 2011 at 10:16 pm

Sinz, I’m far from an historian of fiscal policy; however,as I undderstand it Nixon, at the
recommendation of Friedman, broke with Bretton Woods and finally took the nation completely
off the remaining gold standard. From what I’ve read, the nation was about to default on its
debt under the remaining gold standard. Nixon called in Friedman to ask him what to do.
Friedman recommended taking the nation completely off the gold standard. Nixon did so,
breaking the Bretton Woods agreement, which reset the nation’s debt and prevented default.
Following that change, other nations went off the gold standard and reset their currency also to
float on the world market.
I’m not convinced that returning to a gold standard, or tying the dollar to any basket of
commodities, would work or prevent a further devaluation of the dollar against foreign
currencies. I need empirical evidence, rather than ideological claims. Can you provide any?
Log in to Reply

dubmod

// Jul 3, 2011 at 7:50 pm

JimBob. The Greeks don’t pay their taxes that’s their first problem. Secondly the euro is a
disaster for all except Germany and France. The “welfare state ” has nothing to do with it and
without decent unemployment benefits even France and Germany would have collapsed.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 3, 2011 at 8:45 pm

Of course it is the welfare state
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2010/02/21/AR2010022102914.html
Log in to Reply

valkayec

// Jul 3, 2011 at 10:01 pm

JimBob, I continually hear the idea that the dollar is worth less today than it was a hundred
years ago. Is there any empirical evidence to support this idea that also takes into account
inflation?
Log in to Reply
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Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 9:08 am

JimBob “The FED has trashed our currency. The purchasing power of the dollar in 1913 was the
same as it was in 1830.”
Once again, JimBob: you favorite “fact” is utterly meaningless unless you can set it in context.
How many hours would the average man have to work to buy a book, a suit, or a pound of
potatoes in 1913 compared to today?
Lets compile two of your statements: “the dollar has lost 95 percent of its value since the FED
was created” and “In a truly free market prices will fall due to gains in productivity and
advances in technology. Computer chips are a perfect example.”
By your reasoning, if it weren’t for the Fed, computer chips today would be so cheap we could
hand them out for free!!
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 4, 2011 at 2:24 pm

And you still don’t understand simple economics. Even though the dollar has lost 95 percent of
its value, the average farmer still gets more yield per acre than the average farmer did in 1913.
It is called productivity.
Today the auto worker in Detroit doesn’t need to work as many hours to buy a car as an auto
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worker in 1920 did. Again it is called productivity.
This still has nothing to do with the value of the dollar.
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:33 pm

Trust me, JimBob, I know a lot about economics, both simple and otherwise. Which is why I
notice the lack of meaning behind this “fact” that you think is so profound, and why it amuses
me that you yourself can’t expound on it – all you can do is repeat it.
Log in to Reply

D Furlano

// Jul 4, 2011 at 9:53 am

the 1913 agruement is another fabrication of the von mises, Heritage, Cato, Heartland, Ron Paul
nutbags.
They point to 1913 and say see you could buy a gallon of milk for 5 cents. So the “money” has
lost 95% of its value.
It sounds bad but they never really tell you why. And they of course they forget to tell everyone
how much incomes have risen in that same period. The supposed purchasing power of the dollar
is meaningless what is important is the purchasing power of individuals.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 4, 2011 at 2:28 pm

A Return To Basics: What Is Stable Money?
http://www.forbes.com/2011/06/30/stable-money-gold.html
Log in to Reply

Frumplestiltskin

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:00 pm

Watusie, I don’t get what Jimbob’s point is at all. He has this absolutely bizarre notion of how
much a dollar should be worth based on what exactly, nostalgia?
I will tell you what, you want to revalue dollars, get rid of pennies and nickles Jimbob and you
can call a dollar a dime to yourself, and a ten a 1.0.
If the US were to lop a 0 off our currency, like Brazil did not too long ago, what then would
these nutjobs complain about? When people go from making 50,000 to 5,000 then I guess
Jimbob would complain about how poor everyone now is.
Of course what matters most is cost of living with relation to income. The numbers that are on
the money is simply not important. It is how much you make and what you can buy that is all
that matters.
Jimbob should study some real basic economics. He might try to learn about purchasing power
parity sometime.
These people truly are touched in the head.
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:31 pm

At its heart, I believe, is an avaricious fantasy – perhaps subconscious. JimBob dreams he gets
paid in 2011 wages but gets to shop at 1913 prices.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:32 pm

Good gravy you’re dumb.
I’ll explain so even an idiot like you can understand it.
My Father was a college professor and my Mother a school teacher. After my Sister was born in
1946 my Mother stopped teaching and became a stay at home mom. Three more kids were born
including me. We lived in a 4 bedroom 3 bath house and my folks each had a nice car. We took
great cross country trips in the summer. My parents would also take several trips a year by
themselves and leave us kids at home. My Dad was able to save enough to put all 4 kids
through college. Now imagine a college professor trying to do that today.
Women after having children stayed at home. One income was enough. Why?? Because the
value of the dollar was much higher in the 40s, 50s, and 60s. Women really didn’t start entering
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the workforce in record numbers until the 1970s. Why?? Because Nixon closed the Gold window
and the Federal Reserve was free to inflate.
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 4:08 pm

But JimBob, that isn’t an explanation. It is a cry for help. As I suspected, you are obsessed with
this notion that the Fed has somehow robbed the dollar of its value as a way to blame someone
else for your own inadequacies – your inability to emulate your father’s success.
As it so happens, a good friend of mine from college is now a tenured professor at our alma
mater. She has a nice house, four kids, a car, a mini-van, and a husband who devotes his time
to an unpaid position with a charity. They go skiing every Christmas and go to Europe every
summer.
So much for your “explanation”.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 4, 2011 at 5:00 pm

Hilarious!!!! Face it kid, you’re a loser in this game called life.
Log in to Reply

Frumplestiltskin

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:06 pm

and no more nonsense about the gold standard. It is entirely feasible that in a few generations
we can have fusion power, which would allow the possibility to extract gold from the ocean
rendering gold eventually far, far, far less worth what it is today (though I imagine they would
stop extracting it when the simple manpower cost involved in doing so outweighs the returns)
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:29 pm

Alternatively, someone develops a technique for making the gold-ytterbium superconductor
work at room temperature, and demand for gold skyrockets to unimaginable levels.
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:27 pm

OK, JimBob, I think you have in the course of the this thread conceded that by every possible
measure we a materially better off than we were in 1913, by a vast amount. And yet you kvetch
over and over again that the dollar has lost 95 percent of its value since the Fed was created.
Seems to me that the burden of proof is on you to explain why we would be even better off if
the dollar had “lost” 99 percent of its value in that period.
For the umpteenth time: the line you keep parroting is meaningless nonsense, and your inability
to use your words to explain what you think it demonstrates just underscores its emptiness.
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 4, 2011 at 3:34 pm

You’re too stupid Watusie, devoid of any commonsense.
Log in to Reply

Frumplestiltskin

// Jul 4, 2011 at 5:22 pm

and the reason why many middle class people can’t afford as good a life as their parents is
because income has skewed towards the wealthy, with their tax rate a fraction of that in the
1950’s.
So is Jimboob in favor of returning tax rates to what they were during the Eisenhower
administration?
And I am a college professor with 3 kids and whose wife did not work (she just got her nursing
degree). We have homes in China, the US, and Mexico. I have seen far more of the world than
my parents, and they saw more than theirs. My kids are growing up multi-lingual, which is a
hell of a lot more than my generation did.
My kids have already lived in China, Mexico, and the US (except the youngest). There is a world
of opportunity to young people today that was well nigh unimaginable a generation ago. I have
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one nephew working in Thailand, a niece in the Peace corps in Africa. Because of technology I
can videochat with them, for free, day or night.
I am not saying we don’t face tremendous challenges, global warming, resource scarcity (as
though a “stable” currency will convert water into oil, or some such insanity) species extinction,
overpopulation, bio-terrorism, etc. what doesn’t keep me up at night is “fiat money”
Log in to Reply

JimBob

// Jul 4, 2011 at 7:30 pm

Yes the top tax rate was 90 percent in the 1950s when my Mom and Dad were raising their
family. But the tax code was so full of loopholes you could drive a mack truck through it.
The fact is, rich people are paying a larger share of taxes today than they were in the 40s and
50s.
The dirty little secret is, when the FED inflates like it has been doing it is the Middle Class that
get hurt. I’ve done very well in this horrible recession. I’ve got all sorts of the best money guys
protecting my wealth. It is the college professor and school teacher that are really hurting right
now.
Log in to Reply

Watusie

// Jul 4, 2011 at 9:11 pm

Another “fact” from JimBob, who seems to have a very shaky understanding of what that word
means.
Because of the caps, Social Security, Medicare and unemployment insurance taxes are paid
mostly by the bottom 90 percent of wage earners. Someone making the median wage will pay
around 25% of his income in federal taxes; for a plutocrat, it will be less than 18%. And that is
before he has hired a specialist tax attorney to hide as much as he can in some off-shore
“investment”.
The idea that those poor plutocrats are somehow worse off now after all the favors that the
Republican Party have dealt them than they were in the 40’s and 50’s when the top marginal
rate was 90% is absurd.
Log in to Reply

David Granton

// Jul 5, 2011 at 10:33 am

I’m no expert, but if the Government was short of money for the War of 1812, couldn’t it have
done like Lincoln did in the Civil War and just print its own and not borrowed any? Didn’t Lincoln
do that – have the Treasury print its own currency rather than issuing bonds upon which it has
to pay interest?
Log in to Reply
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Previously at FrumForum, I wrote about two early American political leaders: DeWitt Clinton, New York
governor and mayor and key figure in the nation-building achievement of getting the Erie Canal built; and
George Clinton, governor turned vice president, whose efforts to limit federal power culminated in an
independent (and erroneous, in my view) decision to terminate America’s first central bank.
Now, I take quill to parchment again, this time regarding James Clinton (1736-1812), a Revolutionary War
general who was DeWitt’s father and George’s brother.
Though less remembered today than the other two, James struck important blows for American
independence. For me, these figures are of interest for family history as well as national history. James and
DeWitt are direct ancestors of my wife, and our son is named DeWitt after his great-great-great-greatgreat-grandfather.
Veterans Day, which honors veterans living and dead, would be a suitable time to remember James Clinton.
Although he had some involvement in politics, he was primarily a military man. One historian described him
a few decades after his death as “a plain blunt soldier, born upon the frontiers, and who spent no
inconsiderable portion of a long life amid the toils and perils of border wars.”
James was born in Little Britain, N.Y., in the Hudson Valley. This was then a frontier area, and the family
homestead was fortified against Indian attacks. James took an early liking to the profession of arms, and by
1757 was an ensign in the New York militia.
In the French and Indian War, James, along with his father Col. Charles Clinton and his brother George,
lieutenant, participated in Gen. John Bradstreet’s successful 1758 march into Canada to take Fort Frontenac
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(now in Kingston, Ontario). James and George were instrumental in capturing a French ship. In 1759,
James was promoted to captain, and he was commanding 200 men as the war ended in 1763.
James took up farming in the Hudson Valley, and married Mary DeWitt, with whom he would have four
sons. He stayed active in the militia, rising in peacetime to lieutenant colonel. As tensions rose between
Britain and its American colonies, the family took up the patriotic cause. Charles Clinton passed away in
1773 after a deathbed exhortation to his sons to defend American liberties.
In 1775, as war commenced, James Clinton became a colonel in the third regiment of New York troops,
part of the incipient Continental Army. Serving under Gen. Richard Montgomery, he participated in an
unsuccessful invasion of Canada aimed at gaining Quebec province for the revolutionary side. After taking
Montreal, the American forces were beaten at Quebec City and retreated from the province.
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James was promoted to brigadier general in 1776. George also held a generalship, and in 1777 became
New York’s first post-colonial governor. British forces now were converging on upstate New York, the
conquest of which would cut off New England from other rebel territory. The brothers took up a defense in
the Hudson Highlands at the closely clustered Fort Clinton and Fort Montgomery. Nearby, an iron chain was
stretched across the Hudson to impede British warships.
The British attacked on the morning of October 6, 1777, under the command of Sir Henry Clinton, who is
thought to be a distant relative. The Americans were badly outnumbered, with some 600 troops manning
the forts against an invading force that may have numbered 3,000. There was hand-to-hand fighting as
the Americans repelled waves of attacks. By nightfall the forts had been overrun.
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James and George both escaped with their retreating troops. James had taken a bayonet wound high on his
leg, and was fortunate that the blade had been deflected somewhat by a book in his pocket.
The British victory was a limited one. Further upstate, British Gen. John Burgoyne’s army had become

Privacy Information

encircled by American troops at Saratoga. Sir Henry Clinton’s forces were unable to move northward from
the Hudson Highlands fast enough to come to Burgoyne’s aid before he had been defeated.
For most of 1778, James Clinton was at West Point, where the Continental Army was constructing
fortifications. James was involved in the choice of that site over others, and in placing another iron chain,
this one remembered as The Great Chain, across the Hudson to block enemy ships.
The war soon took on a new front to the west. Loyalist forces were joining forces with members of the
Iroquois Nations that had opted to join the British side. Following two massacres at settlements, Gen.
George Washington decided to send an attacking force into Indian country. This would be led, in
coordinated invasions, by Major Gen. John Sullivan and Brigadier Gen. James Clinton.
In early summer 1779, Clinton led a force of some 2,000 to Otsego Lake in upstate New York, source of the
Susquehanna River. In early August, after damming the lake they broke the dam so the expedition could
move partly by boat on the flooded river. (The event is now commemorated by a Memorial Day canoe
race.)
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Clinton’s and Sullivan’s forces converged near the Pennsylvania border and on August 29 fought the Battle
of Newtown. This was a decisive victory for the Americans. Some 3,200 Continental Army soldiers
overwhelmed a force of about 1,000 Iroquois, 250 loyalist militia and 15 British regulars.
As the enemy fled, the Americans cut a swath of destruction across Iroquois country, burning longhouses
and crops. This scorched-earth campaign, specified by Gen. Washington’s orders, greatly reduced the
threat on the western frontier for the remainder of the war.
In 1780, Clinton was back along the Hudson River, first at West Point, then in Albany. He was appointed to
command the Continental Army’s northern forces after the discovery of Benedict Arnold’s treason.
In 1781, Clinton was sent to join Gen. Washington, and was present at the siege of British Gen. Charles
Cornwallis’ army at Yorktown, Va. In John Trumbull’s painting “Surrender of Lord Cornwallis,” located in
the Capitol rotunda, Clinton is at the center of the row of officers on horseback behind Washington.
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The following year, the Continental Congress promoted a number of Army officers, and James was passed
over. This likely had to do with politics, as George being governor of New York was in the thick of tensions
among the states. Irritated, James asked Gen. Washington to be allowed to step back from active duty,
which was granted as the war was winding down anyway.
James would get his promotion to major general by war’s end in 1783, and he was present with
Washington when the British evacuated New York City as well as at Washington’s farewell dinner (hosted by
Gov. Clinton).
After the war, James served in the New York convention that ratified the Constitution. He voted nay as did
his brother, both thinking the document gave too much power to the federal government. James also
served on a commission that defined the border between New York and Pennsylvania; this included some
respectful interactions with the Iroquois chiefs who had been his wartime enemies.
James died at home in upstate New York on Sept. 22, 1812. His brother George had died earlier that year
while serving as vice president. His son DeWitt was running for president against the incumbent, James
Madison, and would have won if Pennsylvania had gone the other way.
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Author’s note: I thank David Clinton Carter, uncle by marriage and family history maven, for extensive
materials and discussions about James Clinton and other family ancestors.
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valkayec

// Nov 11, 2011 at 2:29 am

Thanks for the column. I love the history.
My own family first arrived in Boston harbor about 1635 after smuggling themselves out of
Charles I’s England. My grandfather left me his genealogical records which caused me to want to
find out why a successful yeoman farmer family would leave Great Britain to come to the wilds
of New England, settle first in Braintree then move to Hartford, CT, shortly after it’s f0unding. I
mean really, why give up a successful life to start all over again in an unknown wilderness?
For me, the fascinating part of my family history journey has been two fold. The original
ancestors of both my mom and my dad were residents of the same CT community, but my
parents met in Spokane, WA, 200 years later. And that my father’s Scottish ancestors arrived in
VA and moved to Missouri well before the Civil War where they operated the first Pony Express
Station in Kansas City. As far as I can tell, they owned no slaves.
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I have a tintype album of pictures from my mother’s side of the family. It’s a fascinating piece
of history: pix of gentlemen in their northern Civil War uniforms, ladies in their ruffled, corseted
dresses, small children of both genders in short dresses.
It was in researching these family members that I really became interested in American history.
My primary history enthusiasm had been British history, circa 1400 to 1700. But history is more
than dead facts, it’s culture and society as well as politics. You can’t know history – or even the
literature of an era – without knowing the whys and wherefores that led to events and
movements.
Anyway, I enjoyed reading you piece of history.
Log in to Reply

Bingham

// Nov 11, 2011 at 2:53 am

Weak.
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